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Abstract. In the last years, reasoning over very large ontologies became more and more important. In our contribution, we propose a reasoning infrastructure, which can perform instance checking and instance retrieval over ontologies with semi-expressive terminological knowledge and large assertional parts.

The key idea is to 1) use modularizations of the assertional part, 2) use some kind of intermediate structure to find similarities between individual modules, and 3) store information efficiently on external memory.

For evaluation purposes, experiments on benchmark and real world ontologies were carried out. We show that our reasoning infrastructure can handle up to 1 billion ABox assertions. To the best of our knowledge this is the first system to provide sound and complete reasoning over SHI ontologies with such a huge number of assertions.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web is intended to bring structure to the meaningful content of web pages and to create an accessible environment for software agents. Ontologies are one way of representing the knowledge of these agents. The idea to represent datasets on the Internet with ontologies was first widely made public in [BLHL01]. Since then the Semantic Web became a widely used buzzword.

There is increased interest in the development of Semantic Web applications, e.g. digital libraries, community management, and health-care systems. As the Semantic Web evolves, the amount of data available in these applications is growing with an incredible speed. Since the size of the Semantic Web is expected to further grow in the coming years, scalability and performance of Semantic Web systems become increasingly important. Usually, such systems deal with information described in description-logic based ontology languages such as OWL [HKP+09], and provide services for storing, querying, and updating large numbers of facts.

Decidability results for many expressive description logics and for query answering over these description logics have been shown. However, early tableau-based
description logic reasoning systems, e.g. Racer [HMW04] and Pellet [SPG+07],
do not perform well with large ontologies since the implementation of tableau
algorithms is built based on efficient main memory data structures.

There exists a lot of research to identify tractable description logics. For example
the description logic $\mathcal{EL}$ and extensions up to $\mathcal{EL}^{++}$, introduced in [BBL08],
admit reasoning in polynomial time for classification and instance checking. An-
other lightweight description logic (family) is $DL-LITE$ [CDGL+05]. $DL-LITE$
allows the use of relational database management systems for query answering.
Another tractable fragment is the rule-based language OWL-R, introduced in
[HKP+09]. All tractable fragments have in common that the set of constructors
in the ontology language is restricted in order to obtain efficient reasoning algo-
rithms for query answering. However, in practical applications, users often need
more expressive languages.

The increasing growth of Semantic Web applications also led to the develop-
ment of a new class of external memory-based retrieval systems, so called triple
stores. Originally motivated to store RDF schema information, see [Bec04], a
general architecture to store triples was proposed in [BKvH03]. In the recent
years, the number of these stores substantially increased, see for instance Franz
AllegroGraph [Fra11] or OWLIM [Kir06]. Although the creators of triple stores
continuously come up with more impressive performance evaluation results, there
are two basic problems with these statistics. First, in general, it is not clear what
kind of reasoning takes place inside the triple store during retrieval - it can be
anything from pure lookup to complex description logic reasoning. Second, the
hardware test configurations used by triple stores creators seem to be a little
over the line. For instance, if one uses four computers with 48 GB of main mem-
ory each, then it is not a big surprise that the system is able to handle datasets
in the order of several GB. This scenario seems to be at odds with the original
intention of triple stores - managing data in external memory.

Another approach to overcome the problem of reasoning over large ontologies is
to approximate the ontology by a more compact representation or in a weaker
description logic. In [PTZ09], the authors propose to reuse the idea of knowl-
edge compilation to approximate ontologies in a weaker ontology language. For
the ontology language of their choice, i.e. $DL-LITE$, efficient query answering
algorithms with polynomial data complexity exist. Reasoning on the approxi-
ated ontology allows to include/reject potential answers with respect to the
original ontology. A similar direction was taken in [RPZ10], where the termin-
ology part of an ontology is approximated to the description logic $\mathcal{EL}^{++}$. The
results from the approximated ontology are used for more efficient classification
over the original ontology. The classification results can then be used for more
efficient retrieval as well.

Another approach focusing on reasoning over instances in large ontologies is
presented in [TRKH08]. The algorithms in [TRKH08] are based on KAON2
[Mot08] algorithms, which transform the terminological part of an ontology into
Datalog [MW88]. Depending on the transformation strategy, the obtained Datalog program can be used for sound or complete reasoning over instances in the source ontology. The preceding approximation approaches rely on expressivity reduction of the ontology language.

A different approach is proposed in [DFK+07], based on summarization and refinement. First, a summarization of the assertional part is created by aggregating individuals. This is part of a setup step that can be performed offline, i.e. before query answering takes place. Queries are then executed over the summarization. During the summarization process, one has to take care of inconsistencies. If the summarization leads to inconsistencies, previously merged individuals have to be broken up again.

In our work, we propose a system which can handle (i.e. perform sound and complete instance retrieval) more than 1 billion ABox assertions. For the syntax and semantics of the description logic \( \mathcal{SHI} \) please refer to [Baa99]

2 Ingredients for Efficient Instance Retrieval

2.1 ABox Modularization

In [WM08], a method is proposed to identify the relevant information (assertions) to reason about an individual. The main motivation is to enable in-memory reasoning over large ontologies, i.e. ontologies with a large ABox, for traditional tableau-based reasoning systems.

Inspired by graph partitioning approaches, we developed techniques to break down an ABox into smaller chunks (modules), such that decision problems can be solved by considering these smaller parts only.

Naive modularization techniques (based on connectedness of individuals) are usually not sufficient for ABox modularizations, since most individuals are somehow connected to each other. We extend the naive modularization technique by introducing so-called ABox splits. Informally speaking, an ABox split breaks up a role assertion in an ABox, while preserving the semantics (this is formalized below). The idea is depicted in Figure 1. The clouds in Figure 1 indicate a set of ABox assertions. We split up the role assertion \( \text{teaches}(\text{ann}, \text{c1}) \), create two new individuals \( \text{ann}^* \) and \( \text{c1}^* \), and keep the concept assertions for each fresh individual copy. After applying all possible ABox splits to an ABox of an ontology, a graph-based ABox modularization becomes more fine-grained, i.e. one obtains more (and smaller) modules.
Definition 1 (SHI-splittability of Role Assertions). Given a SHI-ontology $\mathcal{O} = \langle T, R, A \rangle$ and a role assertion $R(a_1, a_2)$, we say that $R(a_1, a_2)$ is SHI-splittable with respect to $\mathcal{O}$ if

1. there exists no transitive role $R_2$ with respect to $R$, such that $\mathcal{R} \vdash R \sqsubseteq R_2$,
2. for each $C$ that can be propagated over the role description $R$
   - $C = \bot$ or
   - there exists a concept description $C_2$, such that $C_2(b) \in A$ and $T \models C_2 \sqsubseteq C$ or
   - there exists a concept description $C_2$, such that $C_2(b) \in A$ and $T \models C \sqcap C_2 \sqsubseteq \bot$
   and
3. for each $C \in \text{extinfo}^\forall_{T,R}(R^-)$
   - $C = \bot$ or
   - there exists a concept description $C_2$, such that $C_2(a) \in A$ and $T \models C_2 \sqsubseteq C$ or
   - there exists a concept description $C_2$, such that $C_2(a) \in A$ and $T \models C \sqcap C_2 \sqsubseteq \bot$.

It can be shown that ABox splits are consistency preserving, if the role assertion is SHI-splittable. The idea is that each tableau proof which makes use of propagated concept descriptions (via a $\forall$-tableau rule application) can be rewritten into a tableau proof without using the $\forall$-tableau rule application.
An individual island can be computed following the approach in [WM08]: given a start (root) individual, one can perform a graph search following all SHI-unsplittable role assertions. This individual island is then sound and complete for instance checking w.r.t. the root individual.

2.2 One-Step nodes

We introduce a specialization of individual islands next. The basic idea is to define a notion of so-called pseudo node neighbors, which represent the directly asserted successors of a named individual in an ABox. Then, for each individual in the ABox, the information about all pseudo node successors plus the information about the original individual is combined, to obtain so-called one-step nodes. In addition to similarity detection, these one-step nodes can be used to answer instance checking and instance retrieval queries directly (always sound, and possible in a complete manner).

First, in Definition 2, we formally define a pseudo node successor for an individual with respect to an ABox.

Definition 2 (Pseudo Node Successor). Given an ABox $A$, a pseudo node successor of a named individual $a$ is a pair $pns_a,A = \langle rs, cs \rangle$, such that

1. $\forall R \in rs. (R(a, a_2) \in A \lor R^{-}(a_2, a) \in A)$,
2. $\forall C \in cs. C(a_2) \in A$, and
3. $rs$ and $cs$ are maximal.

Next, we combine all pseudo node successors of a named individual $a$ in an ABox $A$, the reflexive role assertions for $a$, and the directly asserted concepts of $a$, in order to create a summarization representative, called one-step node.

Definition 3 (One-Step Node). Given an ontology $O = \langle T, R, A \rangle$ and an individual $a \in NInd(A)$, the one-step node of $a$ for $A$, denoted $osn_a,A$, is a tuple $\langle rootconset, reflset, pnsset \rangle$, such that

- $rootconset = \{C|C(a) \in A\}$,
- $reflset = \{R|R(a, a) \in A \lor R^{-}(a, a) \in A\}$, and
- $pnsset$ is the set of all pseudo node successors of individual $a$.

The set of all possible one-step nodes is denoted OSN.

Definition 4 (One-Step Node Similarity). Two individuals $a_1$ and $a_2$ are called one-step node similar for an ABox $A$ if $osn_{a_1,A} = osn_{a_2,A}$.

Every one-step node can be used for sound instance checking, since it represents a subset of the ABox assertions from the input ABox. It is clear that not
every one-step node is complete for instance checking. However, in case the one-step node coincides with the individual island, then we can show that instance checking over the one-step node is even complete. For this, we define so-called splittable one-step nodes, for which each role assertion to a direct neighbor is $SHI$-splittable.

**Definition 5 (Splittable One-Step Node).** Given an ontology $\mathcal{O} = \langle T, R, A \rangle$, an named individual $a$, and a one-step node $osn^a, A = \langle rootconset, reflset, pnsset \rangle$, we say that $osn^a, A$ is splittable if for each $\langle rs, cs \rangle \in pnsset$, a fresh individual $a_2 \notin Ind(A)$, and for each $R \in rs$, the role assertion axiom $R(a, a_2)$ is $SHI$-splittable with respect to ontology $\mathcal{O}_2 = \langle T, R, A_2 \rangle$ with

$$A_2 = \{ C(a) \mid C \in rootconset \} \cup \{ C(a_2) \mid C \in cs \} \cup \{ R(a, a_2) \}.$$ 

It is easy to see, that splittable one-step nodes can be directly used for sound and complete instance checking. Furthermore, two similar one-step nodes only need to be checked one time during instance retrieval. An example is shown below.

### 3 Example

In the following, we look at an example to discuss the optimization of instance checking and instance retrieval by the techniques introduced above.

**Example 1 (Example Ontology for Island Reasoning).** The example ontology $\mathcal{O}_{Ex1} = \langle T_{Ex1}, R_{Ex1}, A_{Ex1} \rangle$ is defined as follows

$$\mathcal{T}_{Ex1} = \begin{cases} 
Chair \equiv \exists headOf. Department, Student \equiv \exists takes. Course, 
GraduateStudent \sqsubseteq \forall takes. GraduateCourse, 
UndergraduateCourse \sqcap Chair \sqsubseteq \bot, GraduateCourse \sqcap Chair \sqsubseteq \bot, 
UndergraduateCourse \sqsubseteq Course, GraduateCourse \sqsubseteq Course, 
Student \sqcap Chair \sqsubseteq \bot, \top \sqsubseteq \forall takes. Course 
\end{cases}$$

$$\mathcal{R}_{Ex1} = \{ headOf \sqsubseteq memberOf, teaches \equiv isTaughtBy^{-} \}$$
Fig. 2 Individual relationships and splittability for Example 1

\[\mathcal{A}_{E_{x1}} = \{
\text{Department}(cs), \text{Department}(ee), \]
\[\text{Professor}(ann), \text{Professor}(eve), \text{Professor}(mae), \]
\[\text{UndergraduateCourse}(c1), \text{UndergraduateCourse}(c4), \]
\[\text{UndergraduateCourse}(c5), \]
\[\text{GraduateCourse}(c2), \text{GraduateCourse}(c3), \]
\[\text{Student}(ani), \text{Student}(ean), \text{Student}(eva), \text{Student}(noa), \]
\[\text{Student}(sam), \text{Student}(sue), \text{Student}(zoe), \]
\[\text{headOf}(ann, cs), \text{memberOf}(eve, cs), \text{headOf}(mae, ee), \]
\[\text{teaches}(ann, c1), \text{teaches}(eve, c2), \text{teaches}(eve, c3), \]
\[\text{teaches}(mae, c4), \text{teaches}(mae, c5), \]
\[\text{takes}(ani, c1), \text{takes}(ean, c1), \text{takes}(ean, c2), \text{takes}(eva, c3), \]
\[\text{takes}(noa, c3), \text{takes}(sam, c4), \text{takes}(sue, c5), \text{takes}(zoe, c5)\}\]

The relationships among individuals of \(\mathcal{A}_{E_{x1}}\) are depicted in Figure 2. Please note that only role assertions are used to build the graph, since we only want to emphasize the relationship between the ABox individuals. \(SHI\text{-splittable}\) role assertions are indicated with a dashed line. For instance, the role assertion \text{takes}(ani, c1)\) is not \(SHI\text{-splittable}\) because the concept description \text{GraduateCourse}\ can be propagated via role description \text{takes}. Please note that all these role assertions would be \(SHI\text{-splittable}\) if we had a disjointness axiom for \text{GraduateCourse}\ and \text{UndergraduateCourse}. However, to show the behavior of reasoning in case of \(SHI\text{-unsplittability}\), we omitted the disjointness axiom here.
3.1 Instance Checking

For instance checking, we are given an ontology $\mathcal{O} = \langle T, R, A \rangle$, an atomic concept description $C$, and an individual $a \in NInd(A)$, and we would like to find out, whether $\mathcal{O} \models C(a)$. The process of instance checking is done in two steps. First, we take the one-step node $osn^{a,A}$ of individual $a$ and check, whether $osn^{a,A} \models C(a)$. If yes, then we are done, since we know that one-step nodes are sound for instance checking with respect to the input ontology $\mathcal{O}$. If $osn^{a,A} \not\models C(a)$, then we distinguish two cases. First, if $osn^{a,A}$ is splittable, then we know that we have $\mathcal{O} \not\models C(a)$. Otherwise, if $osn^{a,A}$ is not splittable, then we load the individual island $ISL_a$ for individual $a$ and perform instance checking over $ISL_a$.

As an example for instance checking, we would like to check, whether the individual $ann$ is an instance of concept description $Chair$ with respect to the ontology $\mathcal{O}_{Ex_1}$. The one-step node $osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}}$ is defined as follows:

$$osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}} = \langle \{Professor\}, \emptyset, \langle\{headOf\}, \{Department\}\rangle, \langle\{teaches\}, \{UndergraduateCourse\}\rangle\rangle.$$

One possible one-step node realization of $osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}}$ is

$$ABox(osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}}) = \{Professor(ann), headOf(ann, a_1), teaches(ann, a_2)\}.$$

It is easy to see that we have $\langle T, R, ABox(osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}}) \rangle \models Chair(ann)$, and thus we have $ABox(osn^{ann,A_{Ex_1}}) \models_{T_{Ex_1}, R_{Ex_1}} Chair(ann)$ and by soundness of one-step node reasoning $\mathcal{O}_{Ex_1} \models Chair(ann)$.

As a second example for instance checking, we would like to check, whether the individual $c_1$ is an instance of concept description $Chair$ with respect to the ontology $\mathcal{O}_{Ex_1}$. The one-step node $osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}$ is as follows:

$$osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}} = \langle\{UndergraduateCourse\}, \emptyset, \langle\{teaches^-\}, \{Professor\}\rangle, \langle\{takes^-\}, \{Student\}\rangle\rangle.$$

One possible one-step node realization of $osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}$ is

$$ABox(osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}) = \{UndergraduateCourse(c_1), teaches(a_1, c_1), takes(a_2, c_1)\}.$$

It is easy to see that we have $\langle T, R, ABox(osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}) \rangle \not\models Chair(c_1)$. In this case, the one-step node does not indicate entailment, and since $osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}$ is not a splittable one-step node, we should refer to the individual island of individual $c_1$. However, another simple instance check can help us to avoid using the individual island here. It is easy to see that we have $\langle T, R, ABox(osn^{c_1,A_{Ex_1}}) \rangle \models \neg Chair(c_1)$, by disjointness of $UndergraduateCourse$ and $Chair$. And this
means that we have $\mathcal{O}_{Ex1} \models \neg \text{Chair}(c1)$. Thus, in some cases, the “negated instance check” for one-step nodes can also help us to avoid performing reasoning on (more complex) individual islands. However, if the negated instance check fails, and the one-step node is unsplittable, then we really have to use sound and complete individual islands.

### 3.2 Instance Retrieval

In the following, we discuss instance retrieval optimization over ontologies. This is a direct extension of instance checking, by using one-step node similarity in addition. The first naive approach would be to apply instance checking techniques to each named individual in the ABox. For ontology $\mathcal{O}_{Ex1}$, we would have to perform 17 instance checks in that case. However, we have introduced the notion of one-step node similarity. The idea is that similar one-step nodes entail the same set of concept descriptions for the named root individual. Given the set of all one-step nodes for an input ontology, we can reduce the number of instance checks.

For example, assume that we would like to perform instance retrieval for the concept description Chair with respect to ontology $\mathcal{O}_{Ex1}$. First, we retrieve the one-step node for each named individual in $\mathcal{A}_{Ex1}$. The resulting one-step nodes are shown below:

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{align*}
osn^{ani}_{A_{Ex1}} &= osn^{sam}_{A_{Ex1}} = osn^{suc}_{A_{Ex1}} = osn^{zoc}_{A_{Ex1}} = \{\{\text{Student}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{takes}\}, \{\text{UndergraduateCourse}\}\}\} 
osn^{can}_{A_{Ex1}} &= \{\{\text{Student}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{takes}\}, \{\text{UndergraduateCourse}\}\}\} 
osn^{eva}_{A_{Ex1}} &= osn^{noa}_{A_{Ex1}} = \{\{\text{Student}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{takes}\}, \{\text{GraduateCourse}\}\}\} 
osn^{c1}_{A_{Ex1}} &= osn^{c4}_{A_{Ex1}} = osn^{c5}_{A_{Ex1}} = \{\{\text{UndergraduateCourse}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{teaches}^-, \{\text{Professor}\}\}, \{\{\text{takes}^-\}, \{\text{Student}\}\}\}\} 
osn^{c2}_{A_{Ex1}} &= \{\{\text{GraduateCourse}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{teaches}^-, \{\text{Professor}\}\}, \{\{\text{takes}^-\}, \{\text{Student}\}\}\}\} 
osn^{ann}_{A_{Ex1}} &= osn^{mae}_{A_{Ex1}} = \{\{\text{Professor}\}, \emptyset, \\
& \{\{\text{headOf}\}, \{\text{Department}\}\}, \{\{\text{teaches}^-\}, \{\text{UndergraduateCourse}\}\}\}
\end{align*}
\end{verbatim}
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Instead of 17 instance checks for 17 named individuals, we are left with 9 instance checks over 9 similar one-step nodes. For ontologies with a larger assertional part, similarity of one-step nodes reduces the number of instance checks usually by orders of magnitudes.

By performing instance checks for concept description Chair over the 9 one-step nodes, we can conclude that individual ann and individual mae are instances of Chair. Additional instance checks for concept description ¬Chair yields that c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, ani, can, eva, noa, sam, sue and zoe are instances of concept description ¬Chair, and therefore are not instances of concept description Chair if the input ontology is consistent. After one-step node retrieval, we are left to check three individuals for being an instance of concept description Chair, or not: cs, ee and eva. Usually, one would have to perform instance checks over the three individual islands. However, since the corresponding one-step nodes for these three individuals are splittable, we do not need to do any further checks, since the one-step nodes are already sound and complete for reasoning in \( \mathcal{O}_{E_{\geq 1}} \).

4 Implementation and Evaluation

In the following, we provide a general overview over the prototype. We have implemented the algorithms for reasoning over SHI-ontologies using the programming language Java. We used the description logic reasoner Racer [HMW04] for our evaluation.

While TBox and RBox are kept in main memory, the ABox is serialized to a database. In our prototypical implementation, we used the relational database management system MySQL, see [WA02]. Apart from the assertional data, we also serialize the identifiers of one-step nodes for each individual and information about splittability of role assertions. For each serialized data structure, we have implemented caching algorithms, in order to avoid working on external memory directly for each update. During our experiments, a segmented least recently used cache, see for instance [KLW94], turned out to be most efficient.

We have used two benchmark ontologies for evaluation of our modularization techniques: one synthetic benchmark introduced in [GPH05] and a real world
multimedia annotation ontology used in the CASAM project and introduced in [GMN’09]. The results for both ontologies are outlined below.

4.1 LUBM

The Lehigh University Benchmark, short LUBM, is a synthetic ontology developed to benchmark knowledge base systems with respect to large OWL applications. The ontology is situated in the university domain. The background knowledge, i.e., the terminology, is described in a schema called Univ-Bench, see [GPH05] for an overview over the history, different versions and the predecessor Univ 1.0.

While the terminological part of LUBM is static, the assertional part is dynamic in size and can be generated as big as necessary/desired. The dataset we have used for our experiments was generated by the Univ-Bench artificial data generator.

We determined the number of ABox modules for different LUBM datasets. It turned out that most of the role assertions in LUBM can be broken up and the average module size (number of root individuals in the module) is 1.01.

Our next evaluation measure is load time, shown in Figure 3 on the left. The load time covers loading data from external memory (here: OWL files), applying the update algorithms and serializing the data to a database representation. We process the terminological part first and afterwards the assertional part is loaded. Please note that for 10000 universities the system has to deal with 1.380.000.000 ABox assertions.

In Figure 3, on the right-hand side, we show the instance retrieval time for the concept description Chair and different numbers of universities. It can be seen that the instance retrieval time is almost linear - even for more than 170 million individuals in LUBM(10000). Furthermore, we would like to emphasize that
most of the instance retrieval time is spent by the database system to lookup
the solution names on different pages in the data file. The actual description
logic reasoning in our system is roughly constant for the number of universities.
We conjecture that, if one finds a more sophisticated way to store the mapping
between one-step nodes and individuals, instance retrieval times can be further
reduced.

The space needed to store the data for 10000 universities is around 120 GByte
(including all index structures).

4.2 CASAM Multimedia Content Ontology

We performed additional test with a real world ontology from the CASAM
project. The project is focused on computer-aided semantic annotation of multi-
media content. The novelty is the aggregation of human and machine knowledge.
For a detailed discussion of the research objectives, see [GMN10], [PTP10],
and [CLHB10]. Within the CASAM project, there is a need to define an ex-
pressive annotation language which allows for typical-case reasoning systems.
The proposed annotation language is defined by the so-called Multimedia Con-
tent Ontology, short MCO, introduced in [GMN09]. Inspired by the MPEG-7
standard, see [IF02], strictly necessary elements describing the structure of mul-
timedia documents are extracted. The intention is to exploit quantitative and
qualitative time information in order to relate co-occurring observations about
events in videos. Co-occurrences are detected either within the same or between
different modalities, i.e. text, audio and speech, regarding the video shots.

Our tests show that all role assertions in the CASAM test ontology can be split
up and therefore reasoning can be reduced to one-step nodes only. We do not
provide diagrams for this ontology, since it is too small (only few thousand ABox
assertions) and the time for reasoning can hardly be measured correctly.

5 Conclusions

The main goal of our work was to address the problem of instance retrieval
over large ABoxes. We focused on the semi-expressive description logic $SHI$,
which can be seen as a first step towards more expressive description logics.
We solve the given problem by applying ABox modularization techniques and
using a compact representation of individual islands (modules). These compact
representations can be used to group similar individuals together and handle
them in one step during instance retrieval.

Our evaluation showed that we can handle more than one billion ABox assertions
and perform sound and complete instance retrieval for $SHI$-ontologies.
In the following, we would like to discuss interesting directions for future work.

An extension from the semi-expressive description logic $SHI$ to $SHIQ$ should be possible. We think that a syntactical analysis of the TBox and RBox can be used to identify a set of $SHIQ$-unsplittable role assertions. Our homomorphism-based similarity criteria for individuals cannot be directly applied in the presence of cardinality restrictions. Further extensions, for instance to $SHOIQ$, might be possible, but will surely require a lot of work and sophisticated analysis techniques.

Another direction for future work is the focus on more expressive query languages. While we focus on instance checking and instance retrieval, the next natural step is conjunctive query answering [GHLS07]. We think that query answering with respect to the class of grounded conjunctive queries, is straightforward. One would have to combine the results from sound (and complete reasoning) in order to identify possible variable bindings. The extension to standard conjunctive queries is without doubt much harder.

Since rules over ontologies have become more important recently, it would be interesting to implement a rule-based query answering engine on top of our ABox modularizations. We already performed first tests. By syntactical analysis of rule bodies we decided which individual islands have to be extended/merged. The first results are quite encouraging.

Finally, more comprehensive experimental studies are required. Recently published work [SCH10] on new data generation algorithms for synthetic test ontologies might be a good place to start from. In general, we believe that our results carry over to other ontologies. However there exist scenarios, especially extensive use of transitive roles, which make it much harder to find fine-grained ABox modularizations.
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